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We all want to be successful in a highly competitive world, an achiever in our respective fields. A fact apparent in the word is that with a weak intellect, you would
have to strive hard to make a living. We will unpack the constituents of Success.
Bishan Ruder, is a Project Solution Specialist, who has been supporting organizations with the design, implementation and support of Project Portfolio Management
solutions in excess of 15 years.
Having worked across the EMEA region in varying positions and engaging multiple industries spanning, Finance, Oil and Gas, Retail, Mining and Engineering, Bishan has
gained a wealth of knowledge and experience positioning him as a thought leader in using technology as a business enabler to project management.
Mr. Ruder is eager to support the project community wherever possible and currently serves as the President for the Project Management South Africa (PMSA) Special
Interest Group (SIG) to support the organization in delivery of webinars, blogs and support the annual conference to PMSA members and build new capacity.

Mr. Ruder, has a Bachelor Technology Degree (BTech Honors) in Information Technology and Business Management from the University of Johannesburg, South Africa
and completed a Diploma in Application Management from the University of Cape Town’s, Graduate School of Business (GSB). Mr. Ruder, also spearheaded an
intrapreneurial endeavor within the Project Portfolio Management (PPM) ecosystem where he established a reputable PPM consulting services, delivering Project
Solutions across South Africa and into the MEA region. His has a keen interest in Business Development, Strategy and Leadership.
Outside of the Project world, Mr. Ruder is a 3rd year student in philosophy, practices yoga and enjoys road trips - to be outdoors hiking & photography, including a
challenging game of chess whenever possible.

